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The other day I pulled into the driveway my house shares with seven other houses, four on
each side, what we call our 8-pack.  And there, at the end of the driveway, sat a red pick-up,  parked
in front of the garage across from mine, blocking my way into my garage.  As I sat waiting for them
to move, the garage door forward and to my left rose, the car getting ready to back out into the
driveway.  I prepared myself to back up for them, when up goes the garage door to my immediate
left for the house on the corner of street and driveway, as here they come, pull in, and block my
retreat to make room for #3 to pull out and leave.  That’s when the pick-up at the end of the driveway
– remember that one? – starts backing up straight toward me, and now there’s just nowhere I can go.
All happening simultaneously.  I’m getting ready for a pileup on the driveway!  Friends, that’s life
right now, with not just one, but 10,000 crises facing us, all at the same time.  Recovering from
hurricanes, coastal and inland, wildfires, environmental regulations going down like bowling pins,
intentional slowdowns in the Post Office, the known COVID-19 deaths reaching 200 thousand, and,
oh yes, that coming election. And on and on.  The cascading crises hitting us from every direction
grinding down our spirits, so that domestic violence is spiking, suicide hotlines are jammed, and
some have just surrendered to a fatalism that says, whatever happens, happens.  Pile-up on the
driveway!  And here comes poor Paul, chirping, “please try to get along!”

Oh, yes, I was cruising to a nice little comfy sermon on getting along.  That’s the lectionary
reading this week.  And that sermon would have been a lie.  A smiley-face band-aid on a grievous
wound.  Unworthy of you, and untrue to God.  Here’s where we are these days:  we can’t even talk
to each other.  On the news, on Facebook, Twitter, everywhere, our national discourse is so divisive,
breaking us apart. We are “polarized,” they say.  Yeah, like 36 weeks in, you’re just a little bit
pregnant.  And behind the polarization, is fear, covering us like smoke from those wildfires.  All
around.  Earlier this week, one member of Community said, “it makes us all feel like I have to stick
with my tribe.”   We fear the other person – will they yell at me?  Or worse?  We fear letting our side
down, we fear reprisal for not sticking with our tribe.  We . . . fear.  And that has consequences.  In
that same conversation, another member of our church said, “my temptation is to reduce people
down to what I fear about them.”  And that, friends, is part of what Paul was talking about.  Our fear
not only distances us from each other, but flattens each other to cardboard cutouts.  Just like those
the major leagues are placing in the ball parks to simulate a crowd.  In that conversation, another
member spoke quiet thunder:  “How can we open our hearts, so we can listen to each other?”  And
there’s the key, thought I.  Activist Brea Baker nailed it:  “We don’t build bridges without knowing
who’s on the other side.”(1)  In these fraught days of crises piling up on each other, of our nation
split apart, how can overcome our fear, so we can get to know who’s on the other side?  What’s a
useful sermon?
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Turn back to Paul for a moment.  “Get along together.”  Of course, Paul was only talking
about churches, right?  Trying to bring down the temperature, prevent a church fight, right?  What
do you think we bring with us into our congregations?  Everything we’ve learned outside the sacred
walls, that’s what!  Into those tiny house churches in Rome, they imported all the snooty
Roman-Empire behaviors that had been drilled into them from birth.  All the street-fighting,
back-stabbing, cold-eyed calculating politics that flooded the capital of the Empire.  You’re either
up or you’re down.  You’re one of us, or you’re one of them.  Citizen or slave.  Roman or barbarian. 
Paul wasn’t just talking about your dietary choice, are you a vegetarian or not.  Not by a long shot. 
No, he was talking, are you going to walk all over each other – in the name of Christ.  “Not on my
watch!” he cried.  And then he plants a seed to change the world.  If what you learn in the world
walks in with you into church, then Paul pushes those Roman Christians to flip that script.  What
you learn in church, bring with you into the world!  Honor what is best in each other.  Look for
common ground.  What is the glue that binds us together, despite our differences?  What is the force
that can overcome our fear?  Deciding to see each other through God’s eyes.  Daring to listen to the
fear beneath the bluster.  And as we do, we may discover we each hold similar fears, the same kind
of dreams.  Hearing the other into communication.  Not “you must be like me.”  Not even “you must
like me.”  But starting with something even more basic:  we are both accountable to the One Who
loves us beyond anything we can imagine.  Not just, “God loves us all.”  But:  God’s love has high
expectations for how we conduct ourselves toward each other.  And says, “You are strong when you
honor God by respecting the other person as every bit as much beloved as you are.  Which means
you stand up for the ones who are beaten down:  “when you dishonor her, you insult God.”  When
you make someone else feel small in order to make yourself feel big, you deface the lovely image
of God that is within you.  And insult God.  Yes, God’s love has high expectations of us.  Church,
scripture, communion, songs, prayers – all of it is carefully designed to bring us smack up against
God’s love that expects the best from us.  And says:  what you learn in church, bring with you into
the world!  “Get along together not because it’s a nice thing to do,” Paul said, “but because that’s
the only thing that has a prayer of changing this world.”

Oh, so I’m supposed to just give in and surrender my principles, anything goes, just to get
along?  No, not at all.  Paul is talking about beginning the conversation, not ending it.  You find
common ground, start talking with each other – not just hip-shooting Bible verses at each other,
whacking each other over the head with your political sign.  You might just discover how both of
you think they are trying to build a better world.  Look, nobody thinks of themselves as the weak one. 
That’s always the other person.  When you look for the strengths in that other person, how they at
least think that they are honoring God, building a better world, then you can start the conversation. 
And together, maybe you can discover which ways really do build a better world.  But it won’t
happen without that first conversation.  In which you try to discover what the other person is trying
to honor.  That’s where any action has to start.  By knowing who’s on the other side.  “Black lives
matter!”  “All lives matter!”  “Yes, we can agree that all lives should matter.  That would honor God. 
But all lives won’t matter until black lives do matter!  By equal pay-scales.  Equal opportunity for
jobs.  Fair housing.  Building wealth, having a sense of hope that I can achieve something with my
life – that’s what anybody wants.  That’s what honors God.”  “But they’d just take away from
everybody else; there wouldn’t be enough to go around.”  That’s fear talking again.  So another
conversation.  Yes, it might not work out the way we planned.  So we try again, maybe bring some
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actual black lives into the conversation, eh?  But....  And on and on the conversations go.  If it takes
100 dump-truck loads to fill in a pond, the first 50 – that don’t seem to make any difference – are
the necessary conversations that will lead to action.  Knowing who’s on the other side.

Bottom line is, we are accountable to God.  And that means accountable for what we do, or
hang back from doing.  This past week, players from the Kansas City Chiefs and the Houston Texans
linked arms and observed a moment of silence “dedicated to the ongoing fight for equality in our
country.”  The display was paired with signs reading “We believe black lives matter,” “We believe
in justice for all,” and other messages.  And many of the fans booed.  Which really comes as no
surprise.  Racism will still push back.  But here’s what was worse:  Announcer Cris Collinsworth
said:  “I feel like I have to start off by saying I stand behind these players 100 percent, 100 percent. 
What they’re trying to do is bring positive change in this country that, frankly, is long, long overdue. 
Let’s just get that out of the way and go call a football game.”(2)  Friends, our work is cut out for
us.  Booing is terrible enough, but when antiracist efforts become just another thing to check off the
list and then move on, the whole issue hasn’t sunk deep enough.  Painting a slogan on the end zone
is just not sufficient.  Tearing down political yard signs won’t get the job done.  Yelling at each other
is fruitless.  Only daring to reach out, cross the chasm, actually engage each other in conversation,
will begin to heal the divide.  Look at what really happened:  players on both teams reached across
the divide, linked arms, and stood together testifying to the power of hope.  And they will do it again. 
Those protestors in Portland just keep coming back night after night.  And why?  Because there is
another player in this drama.  “We don’t build bridges without knowing who’s on the other side.” 
We are accountable to the One Who is already on the other side, helping us build those bridges. 
Paul asks the impossible, yes, but in the power of the One Who “gives life to the dead and calls into
existence the things that do not exist.”(Romans 4:17)  And so we can do our part, accountable to
God, because we know that God is already at work, making it possible to bridge the divide.  Oh, it
takes a heap of faith to trust that claim.  But it contains a power that just keeps folks coming back. 
Trying again.  Over and over.  The protests in the streets.  The conversations over political yard
signs.  Another person in last week’s conversation said, “I try to pray for each house I walk past.” 
It’s a good start.  We are not accountable to the booing.  We are accountable to God.  Who calls into
existence what does not exist.  Makes a way out of no way.

What Paul is really saying is this:  “you who follow Christ, don’t let yourselves be distracted
by petty in-fighting.  You’ve got bigger fish to fry.  Bring what you learn in church out into your
world.  Build those bridges.  Because you are accountable to God, the only One Who can possibly
straighten out this driveway pile-up.  Build those bridges.”  And then he looks us square in the eye
and says, “And friends, right now that may be the hardest thing you’ve ever done in your life.”  It’s
going to take a heap of faith to even try this, no question.  But learn from an old Hagar the Horrible
comic strip.  Lucky Eddie is hammering another board on a half-built bridge suspended in mid-air
between two cliffs.  Hagar is running with more boards, and cries out, “Never mind what’s holding
it up!  Keep hammering!”(3)  Amen.
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